
 
SPRING TERM ONE HALF-TERMLY HOMEWORK MATRIX YEAR 5 

Each week, you will complete one of the activities below. Where the activity is not able to be recorded in your home learning book, please make a note of the activity 
carried out instead with a signature and or photo. Home learning is given out on Friday each week, and it is to be handed in every Wednesday. One activity per week 
is to be completed in the Half-Termly Homework Matrix and the final hand in date is Wednesday 12th February 2020. Please ensure you read and record your 
comments in you reading record too. The Spring term project deadline is on Monday 23rd March 2020 and the exhibition to parents will be on Thursday 26th 
March 2020. 
HISTORY: 
This term, we will be studying the 
Victorian period and significant 
events during this time. Your task is 
to research a significant individual 
from this period and write a short 
fact-file on them. Who were they? 
What did they do? What is your 
opinion on them? 
 
Some ideas: 

 Queen Victoria 
 Dr Barnardo 
 Florence Nightingale 
 Isambard Kingdom Brunel 
 William Cuffay 
 Ira Aldridge 
 Mary Seacole 

 MATHS (adding fractions with the same denominator): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Can you come up with four more examples of adding fractions 
with the same denominator that equal a mixed number like the 
example above? 

ENGLISH CHALLENGE: (recommend doing from w/c 
27/1/20) 
 
In English, we have been reading the book ‘Street 
Child’ which is set in The Victorian era. Your task for 
English this half term is to write a letter home to Jim’s 
(main character) Mum telling her all about his time in the 
Victorian workhouse. 
 
Success criteria: 
* written in the first person 
* emotive language to show how Jim is feeling 
** a range of co-ordinating and subordinating 
conjunctions to add cohesion e.g. although, whereas, but, 
and, therefore 
** write in paragraphs to separate different ideas 
*** to include language relevant to The Victorian era e.g. 
addle, aghast, eschew, paroxysm  

DT 
(Victorian 
toys): 
 
Your task for 
DT is to 
research the 
different types of Victorian toys that 
children (rich and poor) might have 
had. Make a list under the headings 
of ‘rich’ and ‘poor’ and then make a 
note of your likes and dislikes about 
each of them. 
We will use this information after half 
term when we begin to make our own 
Victorian puppets. 
 
 

SCIENCE: 
 
A local supermarket has had a disaster! 
Lots of their goods have got mixed up 
after a delivery truck was loaded up 
incorrectly. The manager of the 
supermarket has asked for your help in 
separating all the items so that they can 
be put out on the shelves. Have a look at 
the jumbled up materials and write how 
they have been mixed together and the 
best, scientific way to separate the 
materials. You may wish to conduct the experiments at home and provide 
photos as further evidence of your findings. 

1) A sand bag and a bottle of water 
2) A box of raisins and a bag of flour 
3) A box of paper clips and a large bag of rice 
4) A small jar of table salt and a bottle of water 

 
Tip: You may wish to leave this task nearer to the end of the half term after 

you have completed more of the Science lessons. 

SPELLING: 
 
Conversation starter 
 
Write a conversation between 
two people using your spelling 
words for this week.  
 
Can you correctly punctuate 
your writing using inverted 
commas and new line, new 
speaker? 
 



 


